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PREFACE 

Industrial engineers have historically been concerned with deter

mining the most efficient use of men 9 money, and materials. Until 

recently, their efforts have largely been confined to industry. The 

productivity of workers in manufacturing has increased many times 

through the efforts of industrial engineers and specialists from other 

disciplines. The output per agricultural worker has likewise increased 

through a combination of improved seed, fertilizer, equipment and other 

factors. Although productivity in agriculture and the production of 

goods has shown a consistent pattern of increase the service industries 

have been largely untouched by the productivity revolution. At the same 

time, the number of people required by the service industries has in

creased and today there are more workers engaged in service than manu

facturing. The service industries consequently represent the last 

frontier for the productivity revolution and, thus, should be of prime 

concern to industrial engineers. 

This paper will deal with only one area of interest: architectural 

service. Or more specifically, the service of preparing the plans and 

specifications necessary for construction. This special service, 

required for practically all construction projects, has remained virtu

ally unchanged from an operational standpoint. Minor improvements have 

been made in such mechanical items as blueprints, new structural systems 

and materials but there has been no significant improvement in the basic 
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process of controlling the conversion of a design concept into the tan= 

gible plans and specifications necessary for construction. 

The reasons for such stagnation in productivity are multitudinous 

but the fundamental cause may be expressed succinctly as the antithesis 

of why operations research is so successful. Operations research has 

an inherent advantage insofar as it requires the contributions from an 

interdisciplinary team. The serv·ice industries~ as a general rule~ 

restrict themselves to attracting or training people specialized in the 

requirements of their particular ser,rice and~ consequently~ do not bene

fit from the contributions possible from other areas of specialization. 

This situation portends a significant opportunity and a concomitant 

problem for industrial engineers and the service industries. Significant 

increases in service productivity may be obtained through the applica

tions of techniques and procedures already applied to industry. However~ 

before a real revolution is possible, either industrial engineers must 

become intimately familiar with many diverse forms of service; or per

sonnel responsible for the management and direction of service organi

zations must acquaint themselves 1rd.th the basic philosophy of industrial 

engineering. 

Appreciation is expressed to Professor E. J. Ferguson~for his guid

ance and advice in the preparation of this paper~ and to Ed Hudgins$ 

Vice President of Hudgins~ Thompson~ Ball and Associatesj Architects and 

Engineers~ for the permission to study the records, account ledgers~ and 

other data necessary to conduct this investigation. 
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CHAPTER I 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this study were actually a series of objectives 

that were redefined and converged as the investigation progressed. The 

initial objective that provided the motivating force necessary to con-

duct the study was merely a desire to apply the basic philosophy of in-

dustrial engineering to a service industry. This desire was whetted by 

observing the wide variations in the profit margins accrued by assorted 

architectural projects. The objective converged into finding assignable 

causes for varying profits. In order to accomplish this, it would be 

necessary to thoroughly understand the process of preparing plans and 

specifications and the factors that influence or determine the income 

and expense associated with each project. Merely finding assignable 

causes~ however valuable as this information may be~ is only .!al: sub-
... · 

objective. The prime goal must be the discernment of some system that 

would enable the impact of the assignable causes on man-hours to be 

predicted and controlled; not merely a roster of reasons why the archi-

tectural costs and consequent profit margins are so varigated. Natu-

rally, the system devised would be restricted in its application to the 

organization being studied. However~ it may be possible to present 

general conditions and basic relationships that would be useful to all 

architects-engineers. In any case, the fundamental philosophies and 

investigative procedures developed in conducting the study would serve 
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as a guide for other organizations engaged in providing similar service. 

Such organizations would not have to start at the same rudimentary 

level. The study would provide a valuable guide for these other organi

zations to conduct their own analysis and devise a system for controlling 

internal costs based on the nuances of their own operations. 

To recapitulate~ the objectives may be formally summarized as 

follows: 

1. To investigate the basic nature of the internal opera

tions required to provide architectural service. 

2. Establish the basic factors influencing the direct cost 

incurred in providing architectural service. 

3. Provide an investigative procedure by example that will 

aid organizations engaged in providing architectural 

service in conducting their own analysis and establish

ing a cost control system based on the detailed charac

teristics unique to their own operations. 

Conclusions 

The objectives of the study were attained. The fundamental nature 

of the internal operations required to render architectural service were 

studied in detail and the various factors influencing their costs were 

reported. An example system was devised, based on data peculiar to the 

host arc:h::ttect'J that could be used to predetermine man-hour requirements 

and~ thus~ control to some extent the internal costs required to provide 

architectural service. At the same time~ the fundamental relationships 

and the investigative procedures developed in the study will guide other 

organizations engaged in providing architectural service in conducting 
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their own analysis and developing a cost control system based on their 

own operations. 

Certain aspects of architectural service, such as the preparation 

of specifications, are ripe for the productivity revolution. Data 

processing equipment could easily be used to store, assemble, and print 

out in reproducible form the various combinations of standard statements 

that together make a set of specifications. 

Other areas will require much more investigation. The most signif-

icant possibility is the ability to actually establish a production 

schedule for the simultaneous preparation of plans and specificatio~s 

for multiple projects. In any event, developing and implementing the 

productivity revolution ... will require the closest possible cost scrutiny. 

As presented in the study, architects operate on almost a fixed income 

basis and reducing internal costs is not neoessarily an advantage unless 

the quality of the service is not redu6ed. The total costs, including 

such intangibles as service quality, client goodwill, and the costs 

associated with developing and maintaining a cost control system~ must 

be considered. The selling price of service is not subject to the 

architects control and the benefits of increase profit via lower inter-

nal costs could well be exceeded by the burdens and other costs neces-

sary to obtain the associated benefits. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GENERAL NATURE OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE 

Architectural service is an undifferentiated service from the 

standpoint of its cost to the client. All architects within a given 

area adhere to the same fee schedule. The fee is usually expressed as 

a fixed percentage of the construction cost which makes it virtually 

impossible for a prospective client to predetermine any difference 

between architects with respect to the cost of architectural service. 

An architectural firm will consequently attempt to create a differential 

relative to the value the client will ascribe to the service by estab

lishing a reputation of providing better architectural service for the 

,same fee. The philosophy of doing more 1 and doing it better~ for the 

same fee increases the cost of the plans and specifications and~ conse

quently~ reduces profit marginso 

Doing more for the same fee also means that various specialist must 

be kept available to meet the varigated demands imposed by the diverse 

projects requiring architectural service. Specialization invariably 

results in a reduction in the percent of time such personnel may be 

profitably ut:Uized with a. corresponding increase in the overhead of 

the organization rendering the serviceo All successful organ:J.zations 

expand and adding more specialists means ever increasing allowance$ for 

overheado As the size of the organization expands the fee required to 

recoup the cost of providing architectural service also increases. 
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Since the fee is a fixed percentage of construction cost~ the architect 

soon discovers there is an obvious minimum size or project cost that can 

absorb t4e total cost of rendering the architectural service. Neverthe

less, the architect cannot afford to refuse projects merely because he 

will lose money. Naturally, such marginal projects will not be encour

aged,much less solicited. But, if a prospect marginal client makes a 

direct request for service, the prospect becomes a client and the serv

ice will be provided. The architect cannot afford to do otherwise. 

Establishing a reputation for refusing projects would invariably result 

in fewer architectural clients of all size categories. Also, the losses 

incurred on small projects may be used as filler projects to be worked 

on in otherwise idle time. Filling in the valleys of a work schedule 

for large projects will reduce the overhead allowance and, thus, lower 

the breakeven point. Small projects can also be construed as a pro

motional expense. For instance, the architect cannot realistically 

refuse a contract for a small four classroom school addition merely 

because he will lose money on the project. Next year, the same school 

district may require a large new school that will .absorb the loss in

curred in designing the small four room addition. 

The philosop~y of doing more also means that the architect will be 

more responsive to the client's every request. It is reasonable and 

proper that the architect conduct a thorough investigation of the proj

ect and prepare alternate plans and cost estimates of solving the design 

problem. However, many clients will capriciously change floor plans, 

construction materials, and the like after the design has been estab

lished and the working drawings are being prepared. Such changes and 

revisions significantly increase the cost of providing architectural 



service. The architect can reduce the economic impact of a capricous 

client through tact and diplomacy 1 but they cannot always afford to 

eliminate such cost increases byovertrefusal since an architect lives 

by his reputation of satisfied customers. 
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Since the fee is determined by a percentage of the construction 

cost~ the exact income is not determined until the project has been 

completed. However~ the anticipated construction cost is determined 

when the bids are opened and the architect~ of course, must have some 

concept of how much money the client is prepared to spend for the facil

ity before plans are even started. On the other hand~ the majority of 

the architects expenses are incurred in preparation of working drawings. 

In other words~ there is an inherent inverse relationship between the 

rate the arch:i.tect consumes the fee and the degree of confidence asso

ciated with the estimate of how much the fee will actually be. Contrac

tors will occasionally reduce their profit margins and submit a lower 

than normal bid during slack periods in order to keep an experienced 

and skilled construction crew gainfully occupied. They may also bid 

somewhat lower on prestige projects, on projects having a high probabil= 

ity of repeat business, or they may even make an error in their cost 

calculations. All of these factors reduce the contract amount and the 

architects fee. 

The architects profit is significantly influenced by two variables~ 

the client and the contractor~ over which he has little or no control. 

Restricitng a client's caprice requires the ultimate in diplomacy and a 

client that is either indecisive or capricious to any degree will in

variably inflate the cost of preparing plans and specifications. Also~ 

regardless of why a contractor will submit a lower than expected bid on 
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a project the affect on the architect, reduced incomej remains constant. 

Finally~ there is always the case of having to reject all bids because 

they exceeded the available funds. The plans must be revised and resub

mitted to the contractors in the hope of attracting at least one bid 

that is within the available money. The fee, however, is always a per

centage of the construction cost and usually remains constant no matter 

how many times the plans are redrawn before receiving and acceptable 

bid. 

Architects are in business in order to render architectural serv

ice. They will not refuse a project; further, they will knowingly do 

many things that reduce and occasionally completely eliminate profits. 

However~ it is fundamental that profit is necessary in order to continue 

offering the service. With limited control on clients caprice and no 

control over the contractors bid, architects must consequently concen

trate on reducing their own internal costs in order to maintain adequate 

profit margins. 

One technique for maintaining cost control is simply subjectively 

estimating the man=hours required and establishing a deadline for the 

completion of working drawings. The principals of an architectural 

organization are astute enough to realize that you cannot give someone 

a job without saying when you expect it back and experienced enough 

to estimate the hours required for a single project with relative accu

racy. Howeverj if such a judgment may be made intuitivelyj there should 

be some means or developing a more objective procedure from the histori

cal data and experience that molded the intuition. 

Some architects apply a procedure known as the budget technique for 

controlling costs. A principal estimates the probable fee and then 



dec1.des how much should be retained for profit and overhead. The 

remainder is apportioned over the various specialties in accordance 

with the principals estimate of their percent contribution to the prep

aration of plans and specifications. Control is established by 

comparing the dollars charged by each specialty as the project pro

gresses to the amounts originally forecas.t·~,, This particular approach 

may or may not be an improvement depending on the relative accuracy of 

the o:r.:iginal estimate of how much should be spent preparing plans. 

Obviously~ if someone with the deadline technique can estimate the 

total hours or dollars'l they should also be able to apportion the ef

fort over the various specialties required to prepare the plans and 

specifications, 
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CHAPTER III 

DETAILS OF OPERATIONS AT ORGANIZATION BEING STUDIED 

All of the data used in this analysis was obtained from the 

Oklahoma City office of Hudgins 9 Thompson~ Ball and Associates -

Architects and Engineerso The firm also has offices in Tulsaj Oklahoma, 

and Washington~ Do C"~ but the investigation was restricted to those 

p:cojects prepared by the architects ,md engineers in the Oklahoma City 

office. 

The data was obtained from two principal sources in the Oklahoma 

City office: the accounting records and the files describing each 

projecto 

The accounting records are based on time sheet which is prepared by 

each employee every two weeks and sent to the accounting department. 

Each employee :i.s responsible for recording how many hours were worked 

and on which projects during the two week periodo An example time sheet 

is included in this chapter (Figure 1). The hours are recorded in 

accordance with the specialty involved and during which phase of the 

project the hours were worked. 

The duration of an architectural contract is divided into two dis

tinct portions; the design and construction phaseso The design portion 

contains all the effort required to prepare plans and specifications 

and is concluded with the award of a contract to a contractor. The 

construction phase of the project consists of apprmring materials, 
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TIME SHEET 
Name Employee No.* Period CoYered 19_ 

Adclres.s through "'"'"V'' 19 

Stage Clo.ssification Hours Worked 

Jab al, 
<!> • z: 

No. Description ~ ...: z .. Total 
Code 

,0 6 ~ ...: ~ ~! 2- ~ :: > Z: R 

~~ c3 ~ 
<:, al .E ·;: 16 s 8 !l al .E ·= ,. 5 8 !I -'* 0.. .. (.) < .:; :E a::"' 0.. ll< I- ,.._.,, .,, :E I- .. I- ,.._"' "' :E I-

General 

Total 

Earnings: Hrs. Reg. Ti- *Added since start of study 
App,o...d~~~~~~~~~~~-

_____ Hrs. o_.t,_ 
Figure 1. Time Sheet I-' 

0 
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checking the contractors performance and progress and in general render

ing any service required to ensure successful construction and comple

tion of the project. The division is determined in all cases by the 

award of a contract; all man=hours expended on the project prior to the 

contract are charged to the design phase 9 all hours worked after the 

award of a contract are a part of the construction phase. 

In addition to indicating the phase of the pro,ject~ the time 

sheets have the provision for recording the particular specialty or 

nature of the hours worked. The man-hour,s are recorded in the following 

categories~ architectural~ structural~ mechanical, electrical 3 specifi= 

cations~ reproduction~ surveying and civil (engineering). 

The architectural portion consists of the time required to develop 

a design and then to prepare the architectural plans necessary to con

vert the design into a set of working drawings. The structural category 

is the time required by the structural engineers to calculate and deter

mined the structural system necessary and then prepare the required 

structural dra111ingso The structural engineers are the only engineers 

that consistently prepare their own drawings. The mechanical and elec

trical departments both consist of an engineer and one draftsman. The 

hours charged to these categories reflect the time for the engineer to 

design the system and the draftsman to prepare the plans. The specifi

cation classification receives hours by the chief specification writer~ 

and his assistants 5 plus the typing time required to prepare the specd

fications for their respective sectionso The man-hours required by the 

engineers to prepare the mechanical and electrical specifications in 

draft form is charged to the specifications category. The reproduction 

classification includes all hours required to print the drawing and 
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specifications. The survey and civil engineering categories contain the 

hours required to survey the site and make a plot plan and the design 

and drawing of any required site improvements such as drainage systems 

or streets. The 01 supv 10 column refers to supervision and is limited to 

the construction phase of each project. Supervision includes the time 

required to inspect construction~ ap}Jrove materials and progress pay-

ments~ or any other service required in the clients interest di.:tring the 

construction phase. 

The foregoing is only a brief description as to the basic nature 

of each specialty and summarizes the accounting criteria for charging 

.man=hours to the various specialties. The contents of each category 

a.re described in greater detail as the analysis developso 

As mentioned previously~ all the man-hour and dollar figures in 

this analysis were obtained from the accounting record of each studied 

project. The account.ing ledgers obtain their data from the employees 

through the periodic submission of a time sheet. Each employee is 

responsible for the accuracy of his time sheet. Consequently~ the pro-

cedures developed in the course of the investigation are only as accu-

rate as the accuracy of the time sheets supplied by the employees. 

The accuracy of these time sheets is somewhat a matter of conjec= 

ture. The accounting office is confident of their accuracy but they 

have no other real alternative procedure of accumulating the data re-

quired to maintain the necessary accounts. The time sheets are appar-

ently accurate enough for their prime purpose of accounting records and 

are probably accurate enough for the purposes of this investigation. 

' 
However~ the time sheets can make no allowances for shifts in produc-

tivity of the office in general which could introduce a significant 



error. 

The principals of the organization are aware that everyone must 

have some idea how long they have to complete their phase of the proj

ect. Deadlines are established in accordance with their estimation of 

how long the preparation of working drawings should take and sub dead

lines are established for each specialty. These deadlines are rather 

loose at moderate work loads but gradually become more constrained as 

the volume of work going through the office increases. If constrained 

deadlines are met 9 the productivity has increased. As more work is 

funneled through the office, overtime may be required which~ depending 
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of course on the amount and duration 9 will generally reduce productivity. 

On the other hand, productivity drops during slack periods. An individ

ual may have absolutely nothing to do for hours at a time~ however he 

will never report it as such on his time sheet. Slack hours will prob

ably be apportioned over the various hours worked during the period or 

charged to the largest job worked on during the period. There seems to 

be a tendency to let larger projects carry more than their fair share 

of the hours worked. Apportioning the man-hours over all the projects 

worked on during the period would inflate the production cost of each 

job to the same degree and~ thus~ the difference between specific proj

ects would not be significanto Also~ the projects included in the 

analysis are spaced out over three years of operation so there should 

be a satisfactory mix of different background work loads, 

Logic indicates that the affect of the short term changes in pro

ductivity are minimized by the apportioning of man-hours and the 

subtle long term shifts minimized by the length of the period studiedo 



Howeveri the exact magnitude of any change in productivity, and its 

corresponding impact en this analysis, is indeterminate. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 

It was virtually impossible to predetermine the precise course of 

the investigation because of the size of the organization being studied 

and the paucity of available data. The system of recording man-hours and 

the description of each project that existed when this investigation was 

launched was never planned; rather~ it just evolved. Further, it 

evolved gradually to solve specific situations with little or no consid

eration to the fit of each form and file into an over-all scheme. As a 

result, there is considerable redundancy between reporting forms. Also, 

there is considerable laxity in completing the files on each project. 

The necessity of these records for day-to-day operations is graphically 

demonstrated by the fact that there are numerous completed projects that 

have not been formally recorded at all. In a project of this size, it 

is impossible to forecast the impact of a manipulation on a single vari

able with satisfactory accuracy. Consequently, each manipulation or 

trial procedure required a complete ro.und trip through the available 

data. 

The initial investigation indicated that the ana!ysis would have 

to be confined to a single type of architectural contract. Reducing the 

scope of architectural contracts studied to a single type of construc

tion almost automatically confined the investigation to public school 

construction projects. Public school construction goes on constantly 
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and~ therefore, it is the only type of architectural contract that 

occurs frequently enough to accumulate the volume of historical data 

necessary to conduct the investigation. However~ eliminating the one of 

a kind project and concentrating on an almost repetitious type of con

struction may have a deleterious affect on applying any results devel

oped to other types of construction. On the other hand, there is 

considerable variety encountered within the school construction category. 

The difference between single and multi-story schools and those with and 

without special areas such as cafeterias and gymnasiums plus the alter

native structural systems and architectural materials introduces quite 

a rather wide variety of buildings within the single category of public 

school construction. 

The first cycle through the data considered of a preliminary inves

tigation in.to twenty of the most recently completed school construction 

projects. The total number of dollars expended in fulfilling the obli

gations of an architectural contract (design plus supervision) was 

obtained from the accounting ledgers of each project. The floor area of 

each facility was obtained from the records and files on each building 

and recorded with the total dollars required to fulfill the architec~ 

tural contract on each facilityo The ratio of the total dollars per 

square foot was calculated as a measure of the total cost required to 

fulfill the contract in terms of the size of the facility. These ratios 

were then plotted against the floor area of the facility. The result 

was a scatter diagram that revealed nothing spectacular but did tend to 

confirm the almost obvious conclusion that as the size of the project 

increased~ the dollars per square foot required to prepare plans and 

specifications and supervise construction decreased. In other words~ 



a 30,000 square foot school required more design dollars than a 15,000 

square foot school, but not twice as many. The single graph produced 

in the first phase is sketched in Figure 2. 

\ ... 

w ~ ro ~ 
Size of school in 1000 1 s of square feet (sf) 

Figure 2. Architects Cost Per Unit Area Versus Area 
of Schools 

The units have been purposely left off the vertical axis because 
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the scattering of the data would not justify anything more refined than 

a sketch of the general relationship between the size of the facility 

and the cost incurred in fulff,lling all the requirements of an 
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architectural contract. However~ the slope of the sketch did indicate 

that it might be possible to obtain an adequate mathematical expression 

for the relationship if more. data was obtained. 

The initial investigation suggested the following approach to the 

problem. The first step would require obtaining the total development 

cost on enough projects to ascertain what~ if any~ mathematical rela

tionship existed between the total cost and the size of the facility. 

At the same time, the components of the development cost, architectural 

structural~ etc., would be recorded for each project and expressed in 

terms of a percentage of the total cost. Thus 1 for future projects~ the 

anticipated total cost could be approximated by entering the estimated 

size of the facility in square feet into the mathematical expression 

developed from historical data. The anticipated total cost could then 

be apportioned over the various specialties in accordance with the 

historical percentages accumulated from past records. The foregoing 

appeared to be a reasonable and logical approach to the problem~ 

unfortunately~ proving otherwise consumed a prodigious quantity of 

man-hours. 

The previous twenty projects and an additional forty were analyzed 

in depth to obtain the relationships and expressions necessary to pre

dict the total man~hours required to prepare plans and specifications 

and supervise constructiono The data in Table I represents a typical 

project and indicates the information obtained in each projecto 

After the following data was obtained on each project~ the above 

outline was repeated and each entry was expressed as a percent of its 

respective column totalo In addition~ the average salary in dollars 

per hour for each specialty· was also calculated. The average per cent 



cost contribution of each specialty and its corresponding average 

hourly cost is summarized below in Table II. 

TABLE I 

DOLLAR AND CORRESPONDING MAN-HOUR CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
VARIOUS SPECIALTIES TOWARDS THE TOTAL COST 

OF PREPARING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR A TYPICAL PROJECT 

Architects Total Cost 
j/1000 SF hours/1000 SF 

Archi-1:;ectural 
Structural 
Mechanical 
Electrical 
Specifications 
Reproduction 
Supervision (inspection) 

· 114.oo 
21.6 
18.0 
16.8 
12.0 
3.6 

54.o 
TOTAL 240.0 

TABLE II 

40.80 
7.32 
6.31 
5.63 
4.41 
1.45 

19.50 
85.42 

AVERAGE PERCENT COST CONTRIBUTION AND CORRESPONDING PAY RATES 
OF THE VARIOUS SPECIALTIES TOWARDS THE TOTAL COST 

OF PREPARING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR A TYPICAL PROJECT 

Architectural 
Structural 
Mechanical 
Electrical 
Specific a t:ions 
Reproduction 
Supervision (inspection) 

% cost 
contribution 

44.o 
9.8 
7.6 
7.0 
5.0 
L5 

25.1 

average 
salary 
$/hr 

$3.04 
2.95 
2.85 
2.98 
2.71 
2.48 
2°77 
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The civil engineering category did not occur with sufficient fre= 

quency to establish a percent average cost contribution. A description 

of each facility was compiled from various sourceso A copy of the form 

used to collect and assimilate the data in Tables I and II is included 

in the Appendix. 

The total cost of each project, expressed in dollars per square 

foot of floor area~ was plotted against the size of each facility, a 

duplication of the approach used in the preliminary investigation. The 

resulting scatter diagram was considerably more scattered than antici-

pated. In fact, the reduction in design cost per unit area that was 

relatively clear on the preliminary plot was barely discernable. The 

degree of scatter was reduced somewhat by transforming the vertical axis 

and plotting the total cost to prepare the plans and specifications1 

including the supervision 6f construction, against the size of the fa-

cility. The resulting plot is presented in Figure 3. 

~ 
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Transforming the vertical axis did not consolidate the data to the 

extent necessary to use the average percents developed from historical 

records. The disparity between the total costs of facilities of compa

rable size eliminated the possibility of obtaining reasonably accurate 

predictions from mere averages. 

The description of each facility and each facility's deviation from 

the historical averages were studied in an attempt to find an assignable 

cause for the deviation. In addition~ supervisors of the various 

specialties were asked the different factors that influenced the time 

required to prepare plans and specifications. Some of the different 

systems encountered in the past projects are outlined below in descend

ing order of anticipated difficulty: 

Architectural~ senior high, junior high, elementary 

Structural: multi-story; nonload bearing~ load bearing 

single story; nonload bearing, load bearing 

Mechanical: hot water heating system 9 gas space heaterso 

The descriptions of each project were studied again with the aim of 

esta'blishing a level of difficulty relative to the historical averages 

for each type of system. Perhaps a difficulty index could be estab.;, 

lished whereby a set of difficulty fact.ors could be assembled in accord= 

ance with the different systems encountered in a future project. The 

factors could then be used to adjust the average costs to more closely 

reflect the difficulty of the project at hando 

The attempt to establish a difficulty index made only slight reduc

tions in the deviations between actual job costs and historical averageso 

Apparently 9 there are other factors that significantly affect the cost 

of preparing plans=specifications. and supervising construction. The 
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accounting records were studied~ entry-by-entryj and the following con

ditions were revealed: 

(1) The cost of supervision is determined by the quality of 

the contractor and the duration of the contract. Both 

of these characteristics are beyond the scope of the 

architect's control; nevertheless~ the service must be 

rendered in order to fulfill the obligation of the con

tract. Since neither the architect nor predeterminable 

characteristics of the building control the cost, it is 

impossible to predict the cost of providing supervision 

service. Consequently, further investigation was con

fined to the portion of the project under direct control 

of the architect: the design stage. 

(2) The projects are generally monitored as they progress 

through the office by the principal of the organization 

that made the contact with the client and obtained the 

signed architectural contract for the facility. Since 

the analysis is confined to school constructionj there 

is considerable repeat business involved,with the result 

that two or three principals of the organization have 

shepherded all of the studied projects through the 

office. There is nothing wrong with this in itselfj but 

since one principal apportions his time over each job 

worked and another may charge all his time to overhead~ 

which is apportioned over all jobs, the unfortunate 

result is an inflationary factor on the cost of projects 

that are supervised by the principal that charges his 



time to each project. Consequently, all charges made 

by principal of the organization to the projects in

cluded in further analysis will be deleted from the 

cost of preparing plans and specifications. 

(3) The architectural category appears to be a catchall 

for all the hours worked on the project that will not 

fit another category. For instance~ a secretary may 

type a letter that concerns the subject; this time is 

charged to architectural. Other miscellaneous charges 

appear in the architectural account but, since there is 

no means of determining precisely what was involvedj 

there is no consistent criteria for judging their 

authenticity so they must remain in the project totals. 

The· cost of surveying is generally charged to the 

architectural account. Howeverj surveying is charged 

to civil engineering when the nature of the site re

quires civil engineering improvements. 
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The following cycles through the data were confined to the design 

phase of each project and limited to the following categories: archi

tectural, structural~ mechanical, electricalj and specifications. The 

reproduction and civil engineering classifications have been eliminated. 

Reproduction is more of an overhead allowance and civil engineering does 

not occur with sufficient frequency. The next chapter discusses the 

preparation of specifications and why it was necessary to eliminate this 

specialty from the study. 



CHAPTER V 

SPECIFICATIONS 

A set of specifications~ which specify construction materials and 

procedures~ are prepared for each project. These specifications are 

divided into mechanical~ electrical'l and architectural portions. The 

mechanical and electrical sections are prepared by the engineers re

sponsible for the preparation of mechanical and electrical plans. All 

items not included in these two sections are the responsibility of an 

architect that has specialized in the preparation of specifications. 

Thusi the total number of hours charged to the specifications category 

through the design phase includes mechanical and electrical engineers~ 

the specification writer 1 and the typing time required to prepare the 

masters prior to reproduction. 

The analysis became deeper as it progressed and concentrated on 

discerning the factors that influenced the design time of the various 

specialties. The investigation was now limited to public school con

struction and the cost of preparing the necessary plans and specifica

tions. The cos"!: of preparing these plans and specifications omits the 

cost of supervising construction by definition. The costs incurred in 

the construction phase of architectural service were eliminated from 

further consideration for reasons discussed in Chapter IV. However~ 

the final phases of the investigation demonstrated that the system 

developed for predetermining man-hour requirements could not account 

24 



for the wide vad.ations encountered in studying the cost of specifica

tions. This chapter is somewhat out of context since the data pre

sented here was concurrent with the presentations in the following 

chapter. HoweYer~ since the preparation of specifications were elimi

nated from the final presentation (Chapter VI), it was necessary to 

discuss the reasons for their elimination prior to Chapter VI. 
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Table III summarizes the man-hours required to prepare the speci

fications for the same projects that were included in the final analy

sis. Presented in Table III are: the man-hours required to prepare 

specifications expressed in terms of project size~ the absolute man

hours~ and the absolute man=hours expressed as a percentage of total 

man-hour requirements in the design phase. Note the wide variations 

encountered in the three columns of Table IIL The man-hours required 

to prepare the specifications does not relate to either the size of the 

project or the total man-hour requirements. If the specifications 

effort were related to the difficulty of the project with respect to 

the other specialties~ there should be at least some consistency in the 

per cent cf total hours required to prepare the specifications. 

As mentioned previously5 the man=hours required to prepare the 

specifications includes the time for typing and the time contributed 

by mechanfoal and electrical engineers in addition to the time required 

by the specification writero Further investigation was directed to

wards breaking down the total hours required to prepare specifications 

into its various components o The accounting ledgers were surve;yed 

item-by-item for each project and the charges by mechanical and elec

trical engineers~ specification writers and typists were removed and 

totaled separately. The breakdown of specification hours is presented 
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TABLE III 

TOTAL MAN-HOURS REQUIRED TO PREPARE SPECIFICATIONS 

Hours Per Cent 
Project Per of Total 

No. 1000 SF Hours Hours 

1 19.80 40 15.9 
2 5.60 22 7.2 
3 7.60 30 12.8 
4 13 .10 52 12 .o 
5 15.00 63 17.0 
6 4.75 20 12.5 
7 14.50 70 12.6 

1L50 42.4 12.8 Averages for Group l* 

8 4.38 22 9.6 
9 5.80 30 12 .4 

10 6.74 35 10.3 
11 2.86 15 9.4 
12 5.20 28 14.o 
13 7.08 39 14.5 
14 12.30 68 14.1 

6.34 33.8 12 .o Averages for Group 2 

15 6.65 40 7.2 
16 4.78 30 7.0 
17 8.68 60 9.1 
18 6.95 51 10.3 
19 10.10 76 10.6 
20 1.30 10 2.4 

6)+i 44.5 7.77 Averages for Group 3 

21 LOO 8 2.6 
22 8.40 73 14.o 
23 6.40 60 7.2 
24 6.10 58 13.6 
25 6.10 60 ** 
26 Lr.50 45 7.7 
27 6.04 64 ** 
28 L40 15 3.4 

-~ 47.9 8.08 Averages for Group 4 

*Criteria for grouping is by area only and is performed merely 
to reduce the amount of data handled at a given time (see 
Chapter VI) • 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

Hours Per Cent 
Project Per of Total 

No. 1000 SF Hours Hours 

29 7 .9l} 88 12.9 
30 3.20 39 6.2 
31 6.75 86 10.0 
32 2.34 30 9.2 
33 3.68 50 10.2 
34 5.45 76 10.0 

4.~9 61.5 9o75 Average for Group 5 

35 4.50 68 ** 
36 3.72 64 6.8 
37 3.35 65 8.8 
38 6.40 128 12.2 
39 2.14 50 ** 
40 2.50 66 6.4 
41 4.38 128 10.0 
42 1.70 65 4.9 

-3.59 79.2 8.18 Average for Group 6 

**Portion of project performed by outside consultant. 
Averages adjusted accordingly. --
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in Table IV. 

All projects require mechanical and electrical specifications. 

From Table IV, however, it is apparent that not all jobs are charged 

for the preparation of the mechanical and electrical specifications. 

The engineers responsible for their preparation relate that no hours 

are charged to specifications unless the total time required for their 

preparation exceeds the 11 usual two or three hours.vu 

Table IV also presents the ratio of the hours charged by the 

specification writer to the hours charged by the typists. This particu

lar ratio varies by a factor of forty. The typists' time includes 

correcting mistakes, collating, etc., in addition to the hours actually 

spent typing the specifications. The specification writer must spend 

time reviewing plans and consulting with the client and material sup

pliers before starting the specifications. The draft of the specifica

tions presented to the typist includes long hand copy and preprinted 

sheets in which paragraphs to be included in the specifications have 

been checked off. 

The specification writers relate that the chief variables affecting 

the number of hours required to prepare specifications are the client 

and when the preparation of specifications is started with respect to 

the per cent complete of the architectural plans. Architects, unfortu

natelyj have little or no actual control over their clients. Every 

effort is made to pre-determine the project requirements, but if the 

client changes his mind he has the prerogative to change the plans and 

specifications to suit his revised desires. 

The specification writers assert that the preparation of specifica

tions should not be started until the architectural plans are at least 
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TABLE IV 
". ·-· 

BREAKDOWN OF MAN-HOURS ~UIRED.TO PREPARE.SPECIFICATIONS 

Remaining 
• .. Spec Hours 

Project · Mech. Elec. (A) (B) 
No. ~pec's Spec's. . Write Type (B)/(A) 

1 ·lC . 29.5 2.95 
2 ·5 18.5. .3•70 
3 12.5 16 1.28 
4 6 12 32.5 2.71 
5 34 29 .85 
6 2 18 ..; 

7 4 41 25 .61 
8 8 14.5 1.81 
9 2.5 9 15.5 1.72 

10 8 25.5 3.18 
11 6 9 1.50 
12 10 17.5 1.75 
13 2.5 19 17.5 .92 
14 43· 25.5 .• 59 
15 11 10 18 1.80 
16 17 12.5 .74 
17 44.5 ·16 .36 
18 17 34 2.00 
19 3 5 48 19.5 .41. 
20 1 9.5 9.50 
21 1 7.5 7.50 
22 47 26 .55 
23 3 18 34.5 1.92 
24 2.5 28 24 .86. 
25 33 ·26.5 . .Bo 
26 27.5 28.5 1.04 
n 25 24 .96 
28 1 14.5 · 14.5 
29 44 36 .82 
30 12.5 1.5 1.20 ) 

31 .· ·2 49 34.5 .70 
· 32 .· 5 20 4.oo 

.33 21 29 1.38 
34 50 25 .50 ', 
35 2.5 29 23.5 .81 
36 40 23 .56 
37 2 39 24 .62 
38 83 45 .54 
39 24 24 1.00 
4o 35 26 .71+ 
4i 10 68 48 .71 
42 2 34 29 .85, 

*No entry in either column indicates that no mechanical or 
electrical engineers charged time to the preparation of 
specifications. 



80% complete" Rush projects frequently require starting specifications 

at 50% complete with the resultthat 9 since the architectural plans are 

not firm - and will undoubtedly change - much of the specifications 

will have to be rewritten. Unfortunately~ there is no data available 

on when specifications were started with respect to the architectural 

plans. 

Table IV also indicates that some projects require a minimum of 

typing time~ assuming, of course, that hours charged to a job actually 

indicate hours worked. The typists report that quite frequently the 

specifications for an addition will be presented for typing as a marked 

up and corrected copy of the specifications for the original building. 

The typist will attempt to find and correct the masters for the original 

facility rather than retype the entire set of specifications" However'.! 

comparing typing hours for original buildings and subsequent additions 

reveals no consistent pattern. Apparently~ the available storage space 

and the time interval between additions determines whether or not a set 

of specifications for an addition may be salvaged from the original 

masters. 

In any event, it would be impossible to predict success in finding 

these masters and~ thus~ impossible to predict typing time. Likewise~ 

it is impossible to predict the hours required to prepare a draft copy 

of specifications with no control over when the specifications will be 

started with respect to the per cent complete of the architectural 

planso Therefore, the hours required to prepare specifications 9 at 

least the architectural and typing portions~ were deleted from the 

study. However~ the hours charged by mechanical and electrical engi

neers to the specifications category were shifted back to the mechanical 



and electrical sections. Thus, the mechanical and electrical portions 

of the analysis presented in the following chapter include the hours 

to prepare the plans and a rough draft of the specifications. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE FINAL INVESTIGATION 

A detailed description of each project was obtained along with a 

complete accounting record of man-hours and costs. While the basic data 

was being collected, some projects were eliminated from further consid

eration for reasons such as~ 

(1) Multiple projects: Two or more schools under the same 

job number. All the man-hour and labor costs were 

lumped together so it would be impossible to determine 

the true design cost attributable to each project. 

(2) Re-design: Projects that required complete redesign 

before going out for bids. Projects that were re-designed 

during the construction phase were also eliminated. 

(3) Miscellaneous: Many projects were eliminated because they 

did not contain a satisfactory mix of classrooms. For 

instance~ many additions might consist of just a cafetoriwn~ 

a kitchen 9 or administrative spaceo 

On the other han.d 1 other projects that had been completed since the 

start of the investigation or simply overlooked~ were included in the 

analysis. 

The preliminary investigations indicated that both total man-hours 

and total dollar cost of those man-hours bore the same general graphical 

relationship to project size. Subsequent investigation would be 

32 
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,concerned with comparing ever increasing detailed information relative 

to project complexity with design costs. U'1Cost 00 in this instance re

ferring to either man=hours or the dollar cost of those man-hours. A 

decision was required as to whether dollars or man=hours would be the 

base for pre=determining the effort~ either in dollars or man=hours:1 

required to prepare plans and specifications. The man-hour approach was 

selected for a variety of reasons. The logical extension of predeter

mining the man=hours required for a single project would be repetitive 

man-hour forecasts for multiple projects and establishing a controlled 

rate of production on the preparation of plans and specifications. 

Such schedulir,g could be accomplished on a dollar cr:i. teria but the 

implementation and maintenance of such a production schedule would be 

somewhat more diff'ic:ulto In addition 9 the differences in productivity 

on man=hour ba,sis would be accentuated with a dollar criteria. 

Finally 9 the contract is signed prior to any detailed information about 

the complexity of the project~ and ones the contract is signed 9 the 

architect is bound to provide plans and specifications regardless of 

costs. 

Forty=one projects were now included in the analysis and the next 

phase was directed towards determining what relatfonsh:ip 9 if any 9 

existed between tb~ floor area of the school and the man=hou:rs required 

to draw the planso The basic data~ the arch:Hectural 9 structural 9 

mechanical~ and the electrical man=hou.:rs :required are presented as 

scatter diagrams in Figures 4 through 7o The following analysis and 

its description is similar in format for the architectural 9 structural 9 

mechanical 9 and ele,ctrical spec:ialtieso In order to reduce the nu.mber 

of charts and :figures presented in this section 9 only typical 



illustrations will be includedo In general 9 only the architectural data 

will be presented and the charts and figures describing the same data 

for the structu.ral 9 mechanical 9 and electrical specialties are included 

in the Append::i..xo Considerable effort was expended attempting to deter

mine the family or type of mathematfcal expressions that best describe 

the scatter diagramso The same data in Figures ~- through 7 was plotted 

on log=log- and semi=log co-ordinates~ with assorted transformations of 

axeso The results were inconc:lusiveo The inherent degree of scatter 

apparently precluded the possibility of deducing the family of mathe

matical relationships that would best express the datao The family 

Y == a(x)b looked somewhat promising and the curve expressing man=hours 

in terms of project size with this relationship for electrical man

hours is presented in Figure 80 The straightline expression through 

the same data is also presented in the same figureo The difference 

between the t·wo expressions is insignificant considering the basic 

scattering in the data and their closeness through the middle portion 

of the grapho Because of the negligible difference between the two 

curves and the relative complexity of calculating with the exponential 

expression~ the straightline equivalence will be used to determine the 

line of best fit for the scatter diagrami::,o 

The straightline of best fit was calculated by the method of least 

squares for the arch:ltec:tural~ structural~ mechanical~ and electrical 

:portions of the man-hours required to prepare the plans. The graph for 

the architectural man-hours is presenteq. in Figure 9" Similar graphs 

of the structural~ mechanical~ and electrical man-hour requirements are 

included in the Appendixo At the same time,; a more detailed description 

of the projects was preparedo The description was broken down into six 
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groups in accordance with the range of areas encountered in the projects. 

The grouping is actually a legacy from an unsuccessful attempt ,to 

straight-line the data in short segments but has been maintained to re

duce, somewhat 9 the amount of data that must be handled at the same 

time. A sample set of project descriptions is used in this phase of the 

study is presented in Figure lOo The same data was collected for all 

projects included in the analysis. 

The deviation of each specialty from the average or expected value 

obtained by the method of least squares was calculated for each project. 

The deviations were either plus or minus 9 depending on whether or not 

the particular project lay above or below the line of best fit. The 

object was to obtain a series of factors from the project descriptions 

which~ when multiplied by the expected value determined by least 

squares, would produce the actual value established from accounting 

records. This procedure is outlined in Figure 11. 

The target factors were also calculated on the basis of 

Actual Value= (Expected Value)(d1/d2 )o 

The factors determined by the above procedure would either be 

greater or less than unity depending upon whether the actual value was 

greater or less than the expected value. The factors could only be 

confirmed by this procedure~ their actual construction was dependent 

on the items influencing complexity contained in the project descrip= 

tions. The difficulty with this approach was that the multiple items 

determining the difficulty of the project had to be combined in some 

manner to produce a single factor that when multiplied by the antici

pated man-hours would adjust those hours in the amount and direction 
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GENERAL NOTES~ 

(1) The projects were assembled into six groups according to the 
floor area of each school. These groups were: 

Group 2: 5~000 = 6~000 S.Fo (7) 
Group 3: 6jOOO = 8~000 S.F. (6) 
Group 4: 8~000 - 11 9 000 S.F. (7) 
Group 5: 11~000 = 15j000 S.F. (6) 
Group 6: 15j000 S.F. and greater (8) 

The figures in ( ) indicate the number of projects in each 
group. 

(2) The grouping approached proved too cumbersome and was 
abandoned in favor of the tabular descriptions used in the 
final analysis. The groups were used~ however, to calcu
late the lines of best fit. 

(3) The data for Group 2 is presented in this example and the 
elaborating notes are summarized at the end of each 
specialized section. A summary of abbreviations concludes 
the figure. 

Project Numbe:r: 8 9 10 11 12 13 

GENERAL DATA: 
Class (a) 1 l 1 1 1 1 

14 

1 
Type (b) E"lo El. El. EL Elo El. Jr.-Sro 
Location (c) MWC MWC PC MWC MWC MWC 
Size (in 1000°s of SoF.) 5o0 5.2 5.2 5.2 5 .. 4 5.5 

New 
Addition X X X X X X 

Complexity (d) s s s s (':= C= 

NOTESg 

( a.) 00 1 uu a..nd 00 2 °0 both indicate single story construction~ 
but 00 2°0 has special non=classroom areas such as 
cafeterias~ etc o ou 3 °0 indicates mul ti=story 
construction. 

('b) Elo for elementary or grade school; Jr. and Sr. for 
Jr. and Sr. High Schoolso Non-specialized; blank 

(c) MWCg Midwest City~ PCg Putnam City; CHO: Choctaw 

(d) s for simple and c for complex with+ or= 

Figure 10. Sample Set of Project Descriptions Used 
in the Intermediate Portion of the 
Analysis 

CHO 
5°5 

X 

s 
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Project Numberg 8 9 10 11 12 13 lit 

ARCHITECTURAL DATAg 

Teaching Stations 
Plain 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Primary 
Special 

Scio-Bio.=Phys. 
Art-Bus. 
Music-Math 

Total 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Other Areas 

Lobbies 
Corridors 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Closets (storage) 
Closets (custodial) l 1 l le 
Dining Room 
Work Room 
Storage Rooms 1 1 
Lounge lf 
Dark Rooms 
Library 
Offices 
Counseling 
Toilets 2 2 2 2 2 
Gym 
Kitchen 
All Purpose Room (APR) 
Cafe 

Total Rooms 7 6 8 10 10 10 11 
Miscellaneous 

Total Fixtures in Toilets 13 14 14 13 9 
Stage 
Remodel/Demolition g 

Remarks hi hi jk ki hi hi 

(e) no sink 
(f) with toilet 
(g) remove septic tank 
(h) teacher and heater closet in each classroom and borrow lights 

between classroom and corridor 
(i) lavatory :in each classroom 
(j) slight amount of re=design 
(k) teacher and heater closet in each classroom 

Figure lOo (Continued) 



Project Number~ 

STRUCTURAL DATA 

FOUNDATION~ 
drill piers 
spot footings 
spread footings 

EXTERIOR WALLS: 
1 9 - 1 °9 masonry cavity 
structural tile 
load bearing 
non-load bearing 
window wall 

INTERIOR WALLS~ 
block 
tile 
load bearing 
non-load bearing 

ROOFg 
bar joist 
metal deck 
concrete 
built=up roof 
wood joists 
wood deck 
1aminated wood beams 
t ectum deck and bulb 
rigid insulation 

MISCo ~ 
tube columns 
conco columns 
removable pan 

(1) plastered 
(m) continuous 

and P• 
joists 

tees 

joists 

8 9 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

xl xl 
X X 

X X 

X X 

Figure lOo (Continued) 
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10 11 12 13 14 

X X 

X 

xm X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

X 

X 



Project Number: 8 9 10 11 

MECHANICAL DATA: 
Heating System 

individual room units 
closet forced air X X X X 

wall convection 
space heaters 

central systems 
forced air 
hot water 

Air Conditioning 

Toilets (number of rooms) 2 
total fixtures 14 

Special Classrooms 
science 
primary 
other 

Gym 

Kitchen 

Mechanical Areas 4 5 6 
total fixtures 4 5 19 

Remarks p 0 0 

(n) toilet in teacher~ lounge plus sink in one classroom 
(o) lavatory in each classrooms 
(p) lavatory in four of five classrooms 

Figure 10. (Continued) 
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12 13 14 

X 

X 

2 2 2 
14 13 9 

8 1 4 
20 14 11 

0 0 n 



ELECTRICAL DATA: 
Lighting: 

fluorescent 
incandescent 

Project Number: 

Sound/Intercom System 

Clock/Bell Program 

Kitchen 

Office 

Gym 

All Purpose Room (APR) 

Cafeteria 

Audi tori urn 

Stage 

(q) suspended in classrooms 
(r) recessed in corridor 
(s) rough in only 
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

X X q 
r 

X X 

s 

X 

Figure 10. (Continued) 
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necessary to approximate the actual man-hours required. Too much infor-

mation had to be handled simultaneously and the analysis broke down 

under th~ burden. A different approach was required. 

x = Actual Value 

o = Expected Value 

Size of School 

Figure 11. Example of Determining the Deviation Between 
Actual and Average Man-hour Requirements 

The principal problem was the adding together of contributing 

factors to produce a single multiplying factor that could be greater 

or less than unity. This problem could be circumvented by lowering the 

line of best fit so that it lay graphically below the data so that all 

adjusting factors would be greater than unityg The slope would be main-

tained, but the intercept shifted. This procedure is presented in 

Figure 12. 
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---- line of best fit is 

Size of School 

shifted to a 
position below 
the data 

Figure 120 Example of Lowering the Line of Best Fit so That 
all the Data Deviates From the Base Line in 
One Direction 

With this approach~ the multiple factors affecting project diffi-

culty could be considered man-hour allowanceso The lowered line of best 

fit will be used as a base to determine the minimum man-hour require= 

ments for projects in accordance with their size. The minimum figure 

will be increased with appropriate man=hour allowances necessary to 

reflect the difficulty or complexity of the project. 

Figure 13 depicts the straight line of best fit for the electrical 7 

mechanicalj structural, and architectural man-hours required to prepare 

the plans for each project. The total man-hours for the four special-

ties is also shown in the same figure. Note that the graphical presen-

tations for the electrical and mechanical man-hour requirements are 

almost coincident. The structural man-hour requirements exceed both 

the electrical and mechanical and~ in addition, the slope is somewhat 

steepero Architectural requirements, on the other handj are 
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considerably steeper than either of the other three specialties (elec

trical~ mechanical~ and structural) composing total man-hour 

requirement so 
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The graphs showing the lowered lines of best fit for the architec

tural man~homrs is presented in Figure 14" The vertical distance be

tween the lowered lines of best fit for each specialty was calculated 

and are summarized in the Appendixo The deviations between the lowered 

line of best fit and the actual mar1=hour requirements are the target 

values for the man=hour allowances which will be based on the complexity 

of the project. 

The previously presented project descriptions proved too cumbersome 

:in their application~ so a new method of presenting the same data was 

prepared" The new project descriptions were broken down by specialty 

rather than areao The new project descriptions for the architectural 

portion is presented in Table Vo As it happened~ even the new format 

was too cumbersome in applicationo The projects were~ therefore~ sub

divided in order to reduce the volume of data that had to be considered 

simultaneously while attempting to determine a consistent set of man= 

hour allowances based on project complexityo The projects were divided 

into four groups in accordance to their location and whether they were 

a new school or an additiono The four divisions e.I'eg 

L Oklahoma City (and its environs) 

a. New schools 

bo Additions 

2. Remote Locations 

a. New schools 

b. AddHi.ons. 
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TABLE V 

TABULAR DESCRIPTION OF ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTS OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANALYSIS 

Project Add Tea. Spec. Tot. Area 
No. Location El. Jr.Sr. New • Date Class Sta. Clas • Cafe Kitch Apr Gym Stage Off. Rem. Toilets Misc. Rms. (1000 1 s) 

8 MWC s 2.64 1 
5 (A)(B) 7 5.0 X - - - - - - - -

9 HWC X s 3.63 1 5 - - - - - - - - (A)(B) 6 5.2 
10 P.C. X s 11.62 1 5 - - - - - - - - (C) 8 5.2 
11 MWC X s 2.64 1 4 - - - - - - - 2 (B) 10 5.2 
12 MWC X C- 2.64 1 5 - - - - - - 2 (A)(B) 10 5.4 
13 HWC X C- 3.63 1 4 - - - - - - 2 (A)(B) 10 5.5 
14 Choctaw X s 4.64 1 5 - - - - - - 2 11 5.5 
15 MWC X s 3.62 3 4 2 2 10 6.o 

.16 P.C. X C 1.64 1 6 2 2 9 6.1 
17 Dlh>ijee X C 4.64 2 6 4R** X 11 6.9 
18 Crutcho s 6.64 1 6 1 (B)(D) 9 7.3 
19 Cherokee X s 4.61 1 5 1 2 10 7;5 
20 MWC X s 3.65 3 6 4 (E) (F) 14 7.8 
21 MWC X s 3.65 3 6 - 4 (G) 13 8.5 
22 Ralston C 5.61 2 4 1 1 6R s X 16 8.7 
23 Burns Flat X N 5.62 2 5 - 1 4 1 X 2 14 9.4 
24 MWC X N •. 3.63 1 6 2 4 2 (A)(B) 18 9.5 
25 Edmond X s 2.65 1 6 - 4 (B) 15 9.8 
26 P.C. X C 1.64 3 8 2 2 (E) 17 10.1 
27 P.C. X s 2.63 3 8 1 4 18 10.6 
28 MWC X s 3.65 3 8 1 1 4 19 11.0 
29 Edmond X C 4.63 2 4 - 1 5R s 1 4 (C)(B) 23 11.1 
30 MWC X s 3.63 3 8 3 - (I) (E) 15 12.3 
31 Depew X N 5.61 2 8 2 1 4 1 2 23 12.8 
32 Hartshorn X s 8.64 1 10 3 3 2 20 12.9 
33 P.C. X s 11.64 3 12 1 - 2 23 13.5 
34 Butler X N 4.62 2 7 2 5 s 3 (J) 4 27 14.o 
35 MWC :ic s 3.63 3 10 5 - 4 18 15.0 
36 Heavener X N. 11.61 1 11 5 5 4 31 17.2 
37 Edmond X N 2 62 2 12 2 1 6 s 4 2 30 19.4 
38 Cushing X s 6.61 2 10 5 1 9 1 2 30 20.0 
39 MWC X N 3~62 3 11 3 1 4 31 23.4 
40 Millwood s 12.61 2 10 1 9 2 29 26.4 
41 Nicoma Park X N 3.63 2 10 3 1 5 6 2 2 36 29.2 
42 P.C. X s 12.60 3 30 - 1 5 s 3 4 58 38.3 

(A) Borrow Lts (D) Two separate Add 'ns (G) Window Wall (J) Remodel another School (Slight) 
(B) Lavs in Classrms (E) Two Story Add'n to (H) Basement 
(C) Plan Re-Design one story school (I) Remodel of Home Ee. *Sand C indicate simple or complex additions 

(F) Add'n Spans Kitch. area in another school **R designates some re-model work 

\.11 
I\) 
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It should be noted that the grouping is not arbitraryo There may 

be a detectable difference in the man-hours required to prepare the 

plans for a school in the Oklahoma City area as compared to the require

ments for a facility in an area remote from the Oklahoma City office 

that was responsible for preparing the planso Along this same line~ 

there may be a detectable difference between the man-hours required to 

prepare the plans for a new school and the man-hour requirements for an 

addition to existing facilityo The premise for both of these possibil

ities is that the man=hour requirements should increase as the diffi

culty of effective communication increases. Also~ the communication 

difficulties are somewhat less for an addition than a new school~ par= 

ticularly if 00 as built 00 plans for the building to be expanded are 

available. 

By trial and error~ a set of man=hour allowances were built up from 

the project descriptions~ plans~ specifications~ and the project 0 s indi

vidual deviation from the lowered line of best fito The architects~ 

engineers~ and draftsmen responsible for the preparation of plans and 

specifications were questioned as to their feeling for what allowances 

should be made for the various factors that make each project somewhat 

distincto The man-hours allowances were developed so as to be consis

tent with the tabular project descriptions. The architectural man-hour 

allowances in the same format as Table V are presented in Table IVo 

Similar man-hour allowances for the structural~ mechanical~ and elec-

trical specialties are in the Appendixo 

The object in determining these various allowances was to reducej 

but if possible. not exceed~ each project 0 s deviation from the lowered 

line of best fito Figure 15 demonstrates the degree of success achieved 



TABLE VI 

ARCHITECTURAL MAN-HOUR ALLOWANCES 

Diff. Between 
Allow. and Add'n Toilets Class- Ber-

· Project Dev. Actual '.l'otal (Corrnlex- Two S)Oecial Nul- Room row 
No. Under Over - Dev. Allow. Location Jr_/Sr Hi ity) Story Classrms Primary -Kitch Gym Stage Off. tiple Single Lavs. Liglits Remodel Misc. 

8 .97 107 10 2 8 
9 126 136 10 2 8 

10 160 168 8 8 20(A) 
11 43 60 17 8 l 8 
12 55 93 38 20 8 2 8 
13 104 133 29 20 8 l 
14 252 281 29 16 8 4 1 C 

15 321 369 48 16 16 8 8 
16 187 219 32 20 4 8 
17 283 41'9 136 40 16 Bo 
18 241 260 19 2 1 ·16(C) 
19 363 391 28 16 4 8 
20 61 181 88 16 16 16 40(E) 

-(F) 

21 12 60 48 16 16 i? 
22 23 167 144 40 4 16 4 80 
23 145 413 268 160 16 4 8 - 80 
24 ;86 128 42 4 16 4 2 8 
.25 73 90 17 16 l 
26 101 165 64 16 4 4 
27 4 60 56 - 16 16 8 16 
28 48 104 56 16 16 4 4 16 

-· 29 61 279 129 40 16 4 -4 16 l 8 . 40(B) 
30 91 215 12/i- 16 16 12 40(G) 40(E) 
31 15 219 204 150 4 16 4 8 4 8(D) • 
32 8 40 48 16 12 12 8 
33 73 93 20 16 '+ 
34 7 231 224 160 16 16 4 12 16 
35 17 86 69 "16 16 20 16 1 
36 96 364 228 160 16 16 20 16 
37 29 179 208 160 4 16 4 16 8 
38 222 267 45 12 4 16 4 8 l 
39 166 230 64 li5 16 12 16 4 
4o 113 133 20 4 8 8 
41 - 122 350 228 160 16 12 16 8 8 8 
42 28 108 Bo 16 16 16 4 12 16 

(A) Some redesign (E) Two story add'n to a one story school 
(B) Considerable redesign (F) Add'n spans kitch. 
(C) Two sep. addn' s (G) ·Remodel ilome Sc. area in another school 
(D) Basement 

~ 

\J1 
-i:-
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by this approach for new schools in remote locations (Group 2-A). In 

each figure~ the individual project deviation from the base line is rep-

resented as a bar graph. The shaded portion of the bars indicates the_ 

a.mount of each projectus deviation that may reasonably be attributed to 

the complexity of the specific projecto Note that in a few cases the 

allowances uoover-adjusteduu the base figure so that the forecast man-hour 

requirements exceed actual performance. Ideally~ the allowances should 

shade in the entire column on the bar graph and the discrepancy between 

the synthetic man-hour requirements and the actual performance should 

be reduced to zero. A few 61 over=adjusted 0u projects were inevitable if 

a consistent set of man-hour allowances was to be obtained. These 

allowances are the product of innumerable round trips tbrough the data 

and represent the best set of allowance for over-all performance. 

Certain structural~ mechanical~ and electrical man-hour allowances 

are relatively straightforwardo For instance~ the mechanical man-hours 

will understandably be increased when the project requires central air= 

conditioning. The necessity for such allowances is also readily appar-

ent from the project deviations. Other allowances are not quite so 

apparent. The architectural man=hour de'iri.ations virtually defy 

description. 

New schools in remote locations (Class 2-A) is the most consistent 

classification of. the projects included within the study.:~,~ Note the 
• ..-:/.:.::: • •• 1. 

allowance for the remote locations reduces the over=all difference be= 

tween anticipated and actual performance to reasonable limits. 'fhe 

other three project classifications were not consist~nt enough to war-

ran·t similar allowances. 
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Figure 16 presents the same graphical relationships between the 

man=hour allowances and actual performance for all projects not in

cluded in Figure 150 Figure 16 is in precisely the same format as 

Figure 15 with the shaded portion of each bar representing the total 

man=hour allowances for each project. Figure 16~ howeveri does not 

include any across the board man=hour allowances for either the type 

57 

of school~ new or addition~ or the location of any specific project 

with respect to the Oklahoma City office. Table VII summarizes the 

various man=hour allowances for the assorted features relating to 

project difficulty. The project descriptions used to develop Table VII 

are contained in the Appendix. 
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TABLE·V~I 

SUMMARY OF MAN-HOUR ALLOWANCES 

Item Arch, Struc. Mech. Elec. 

CLASSIFICATION 
1-a 
1-b 
2-a (160) 
2-b 

TYPE 
Elem 
Jr, Sr, H.S. 16 

NEW 
ADD'N 
TWO STORY 16 
TEACH STA. 
TOTAL ROOMS 
SPECIAL CL, 

Sci/Bio 4/unit 2/unit 2/unit 
Bus/Lang 4/unit .2/unit 
Primary -2/unit · 2/unit 
Home Ee, 4/unit 2/unit 4/unit 

TOILEI'S (M) 4/ttnit 2/\l!lit 
II (s) 4/unit 2/unit 

· HOT WATER HEATING 30 16 
AIR CONDITIONING 

Spot. 8 8 
Central 40 24 

KITCHEN 16· 2 ., 2 
CAFETORIUM 
GYM 8 2 4 
APR 4 
STAGE 8 
SOUND/INTERCOM 16 
CLOCK/BELL l+(A) 
STEEL SYS. 16 
P,C, JOIST ON L.B. WALLS.- 24 
P,C, COL'S AND JOISTS 32 
LAM, WOOD BEAMS 16 
DRILL PIERS 8 
COMPLEXITY. 

Simple 
Average 20 12 
Complex 40 24 

BORROW LIGHTS 8 8 
OFFICE 4/room 
CLASSROOM LAVS: (1-4) 1 1 

(5-8) 2 2 

(A) New School Only 

NOTE: All numerals in table indicate man-hours, 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Figures 15 and 16 graphically demonstrate that the lowered lines 

of best fit plus the various man-hour allowances do not constitute a 

satisfactory system for estimating actual man~hour requirements on 

future projects. The system does reduce the difference between antici

pated and actual man-hour requirements as evidenced by the shaded por~ 

tions of Figures 15 and 16. However, the improvement is not sufficient 

to predetermine man-hour requirements before starting the preparation 

of plans and specifications. However, the system does serve as a 

starting point and may be refined with feedback from future projects. 

Also, it must be remembered that once the architect initiates the 

project, the fee is beyond his control. Adequate profit margins can be 

maintained only through cost control and reductions which do not affect 

the quality of performance. The architect depends on his reputation of 

performance and Il!-erely reducing productive costs at the expense of 

quality is probably the quickest way to realize a short-term gain with 

a resounding long-term loss. 

The lowered line of best fit could easily be adjusted to reflect 

performance on future projects. Old projects should be deleted from the 

calculations and the lines of best fit updated annually for all projects 

within a three-year span. Given enough data, it may be possible to 

refine the mathematical relationship between man-hours and size and, 
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thus, express the architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical 

portions as a percentage of the total rather than generating a distinct 

line of best fit for each specialty. 

The man-hour allowances will require more frequent review and 

revision than the lines of best fit. The presented allowances are only 

slightly better than educated guesses and hopefully will be refined 

through better record keeping on future projects. The existing system 

for describing each project and recording costs, although adequate for 

the cost accounting function, are unsatisfactory for equating produc

tion cost with project difficulty. It would be comparatively easy to 

devise a recording system that would ultimately establish the relation

ships between project complexity and the man-hours required to prepare 

the necessary plans. The more difficult problem is deciding whether 

the benefits associates with accurate man-hour forecasting would be 

greater than the cost of collecting the necessary data. Accurate proj

ect descriptions plus construction cost data would also be useful in 

planning the content of proposed projects. The man-hour data, although 

resulting in improved cost control, would not be particularly beneficial 

to the accounting function. 

It may: not be necessary to refine the lines of best fit and man

hour allowances at all. Acceptable results might be obtainable in 

practice with the basic concept of the presented system even though 

Figures 15 and 16 graphically demonstrate that the presented man-hour 

allowances do not reduce the difference between estimated and actual 

man-hour requirements to acceptable limits. However, the existing 

system attempts to predict the total number of man-hours required for 

each specialty to prepare the plans before the plans are even started. 
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The man-hour estimates could be revised weekly to reflect progress to 

date. Weekly forecasts would mean that the man-hour forecasts would 

become more accurate as the project neared completion. The utility of 

advanced knowledge as to man-hour requirements is virtllc;llly limited to 

scheduling, since the work will proceed even if the cost of the esti

mated man-hours exceeds the anticipated fee. The existing system could 

in all probability be used as is providing the man-hour forecasts were 

revised weekly in accordance with the previous week's performance. 

Figure 17 depicts scheduling of a hypothetical project requiring 

1000 man-hours to prepare the plans. Each project starts with a 

planning conference which outlines the project stating size, materials, 

configuration, number and type of rooms and all other information nec

essary to prepare working drawings. The architectural department initi

ates the drawings and starts the site and floor plans. These two plans 

are required before the structural, mechanical, and electrical depart

ments can even start their portion of the drawings. Once the site and 

floor plans are completed, the architectural department may work on 

other projects'. or;, as shown in the lower portion of Figure 17, proceed 

· with the necessary elevations, details and schedules which may be drawn 

independently of the other departments. The mechanical and electrical 

departments will cross check their plans before sending the drawing, 

along with the structural plans, back to the architectural department 

for coordination. There are bound to be some contradictions between 

the respecUve plans, duct work through structural members for instance, 

and the architectural department is responsible to rectify such incon

sistencies and obtain a compatible set of drawings. The architectural 

department completes the remaining details and releases the plans to 
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another department that is responsible for checking both the plans and 

the specifications. The architectural department is responsible for 

coordinating all of the corrections required after the final check. 
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The plans are now ready for issuing to the contractors. The foregoing 

is a super-simplified description of the process. Such things as the 

preparation of specifications and in progress reviews by the client have 

been omitted. 

Note that in Figure 17, the 630 architectural man-hours determine 

the completion date of the plans. Normally, a project of this size 

would require the efforts of three architectural draftsmen. At 40 hours 

per week per architect, the 630 man-hour project would require approx

imately 5.25 weeks to complete the plans. The duration of this project 

would consequently allow five revisions of the initial man-hour forecast. 

Certainly, the accuracy of these successive revisions should increase as 

the plans approach completion. 



APPENDIX 

A- 1 Project Summary Sheet: Used in initial portion of investi

gationo Discarded after study was confined to the design 

phase of each project and because of insufficient.room to 

describe the project. 

Least Square Calculations: Shows line of best fit and lowered line of 

best fit for: 

A- 2 Total Man-Hour Requirements. 

A- 3 Architectural Man-Hour Requirements. 

A- 4 Structural Man-Hour Requirements. 

A- 5 Mechanical Man-Hour Requirements. 

A- 6 Electrical Man-Hour Requirements. 

Graphs of basic data and lines of best fit for: 

A- 7 Structural Man-Hour Requirements. 

A- 8 Mechanical Man-Hour Requirementso 

A- 9 Electrical Man-Hour Requirements. 

Graphs of lowered lines of best fit for: 

A-10 Structural Man-Hour Requirements. 

A-11 Mechanical Man-Hour Requirements. 

A-12 Electrical Man-Hour Requirements. 
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Tables of the man-hours deviation between the lowered line of best fit 

and. actual man-hour requirements on each project for: 

A-13 Architectural and Structural Man-Hour Requirements 

A-14 Mechanical and Electrical Man-Hour Requirements 

Project descriptions used in final phases of study used in determining 

allowances for: 

A-15 Structural Features. 

A-16 Mechanical Features. 

A-17 Electrical Features. 

Man-Hour allowances in same format as project descriptions for: 

A-18 Structural Man-Hour Requirements 

A-19 Mechanical Man-Hour Requirements 

A-20 Electrical Man-Hour Requirements 
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APPENDIX A-1 

PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET 
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Project 
-Project Desct·iption 

Site.-~~~-'-~~~...,..~~~~~,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Below Grade~...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..~...,.....,.....,.._;_~ 
Floors...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....;_...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..,..._...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..~ 
Exterior Walls~...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,....._...,.....,.....,..~ 
.Interior Walla~...,.....,.._,......,.....,.._,...,..._...,.....,.....,..,..._...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..__......,..,..._.;._...,.....,.....,.....,.....,..~ 

Ceiling_,..._,...~...,..~...,...;.._....;...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,-~~~~~~~,--
Roof ~·_,......,..,...__,......,.._,..._,..._,..._,......,.....,.._,......,.....,.._,..._,..._,.....,.._,......,.....,.._,......,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.._ 
Heacing~_,.....,.._,...,...__,.....,.....,.....,.....,.._,..._,..._,.....,.._,......,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..~ 
Electrical~_,......,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.._,......,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.._,.....,.....,.....,....-...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..~ 
Miscellaneous~...,..-"-_,.._,..,..._...,.._,......,.....,.._,..._,..._,..._,........,_,.....,..,_....,.._,..._,......,.._,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..__,...,..~ 

C t ons rue 
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true 
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lee.· 
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upv. 
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ti C t on OS. 
µ1:,;:,, i.111 
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ctrical 
cificat:ion9 
t·oduction 
vev 
f 1 
ervision 

.Arc 
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Ele 
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Sut 
Civ 
Sup 
TOT Al, 

REMAlU{S: 

Cul,"ve 

\ 

--·•-• .. J'-.L.LUI/I ·.nn:Ai.. 
% $ % Hrs; % $ % Hrs. % 

Dev. 

App. Est. Adj. 
$ Av. % $, Diff, Diff; $ 
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APPENDIX A-2 

STRAIGHT LINE OF BEST FIT FOR 

TOTAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

BY Y = b0 + (b1 )x 

WHERE x IS IN SQUARE FEET 

AND y IS IN MAN-HOURS 



TOTAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Group x(S.F.) y(M.H.) (x)2 xy 

2 37,050 1,693 196.,297,662 10,286,798 

3 41,713 3,045 292,701,241 21,202,463 
4 57,169 2,865 548,963,029 27,446,148 

5 76,450 3,738 979,179,890 46'7981,737 
6 150,637 5,920 4,094,996,937 155,689,319 

Total 363,019 17,261 6,110,138,759 261,606,465 

b = [(LY)( DC2) - (LX)(LXY)]/d 
0 

= [(17,261)(6,110,138,759) - (363,019)(261,606,465)]/d 

= 1. 050 X 10l3 

70 

N 

7 
6 
6 
6 
6 

31 

b1 = [(N)(LXY) - ( LX)(LY)]/d = [(31)(261,606,465)- (363,019)(17,261)]/d 

= 1.844 X 109 

d = N(LX2) - (LX)2 = (31)(6,110,138,759) = (363,019)2 

10 = 5.76 X 10 

b _ 1.050 1013 -~ - 6 ~ = .1823 X 10"" = 182 
0 5.7 1010 

b _ 1.844 109 =1 
1 - 6 ~ = .320 X 10 = .032 5.7 1010 

Y = b + (b1)X = 182 + (.032)x 
0 



APPENDIX A-3 

STRAIGHT LINE OF BEST FIT FOR 

ARCHITECTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

BY Y = b0 + (b1 )x 

WHERE x IS IN SQUARE FEET AND y 

IS IN MAN-HOURS 

71 



ARCHITECTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Group x(S.F.) y(M.H.) (x)2 xy 

2 37,050 ' '.1,:150 196,297,662 6,127,943 

3 41,713 2,181 292,701,241 15,148,922 
4 77,625 2,155 758,495,895 20,983,324 

5 76,450 .. 2,073 979,179,890 26,305,688 ·, ... ~- / 

6 189,071 4,657 4,868,342,237 116,893,823 

Totals 42l'l909 12,216 7,095,016,925 185,459,700 

b = [( EY)O::x2) - (2'.:'X)(I;XY)]/d 0 .···· 

= [(12,216)(7,095,016,925) - (421,909)(185,459,700)]/d 

= [(8.4256)(10)12]/d 

b1 = [ (N)( I;XY) - ( EX)( BY) ]/d 

= [(35)(185,459,700) - (421,909)(12,216)]/d 

= [(1.337)(10)9]/d 

d = (N)(r;x2) ,- (BX)2 = (35)(7')095,016,925) - (421,909)2 

= (7 .0318)(10)10 

b = [(8.4256)(10)12]/(7.0318)(10)10 = 119.8 
0 

(use 120) 

b1 = [(1.337)(10)9]/(7.0318)(10)10 = .01901 ( use .019) 

Y = b + (b1)X = 120 + (.019)X 
0 

Lower line of best fit so that line intercepts x-axis at 

4000 S.F.: Y = 120 + (.Ol9)X 

Y = 120 + ( .019)(4000) = 120 + 76 = 196 

then Y = (120 - 196) + (.019)x; 

and lowered line of best fit is determined by: 

Y = -76 + (.019)x 

72 
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7 
6 

8 

6 

8 

35 



APPENDIX A=4 

STRAIGHT LINE OF BEST FIT FOR 

STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

BY Y = b0 + (b1 )x 

WHERE x IS IN SQUARE FEET AND 

y IS IN MAN-HOURS 
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STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Group :x:(S .F.) y(M.H.). . 2 (x) . 

2 37,050 201 196,297,662 

3 41,713 354 292,701,241 
4 67,790 608 661,768,670 

5 76,450 524 979,179,890 
6 150,637 845 4,094,996,937 

Total 373,640 2,532· 6,224,944,400 

b = [(EY)(i::;x2) - (EX)(EXY)]/d 
0 

= [(2532)(6~224,944,400) - (373,640)(38,919,924)]/d 

= 1.2195 X 1012/d 

74 

xy N 

1,064,165 7 

2,491,853 6 

6,000,367 7 
6,713,538 6 

22,650,001 6 

38,919,924 32 

b1 = [(N)(EXY) - (EX)(EY)]/d = [(32)(38,919,924) - (373,640)(2532)]/d 

= 2.9938 X 108/d 
2 2 · 2 d = N(EX) - (EX) = 32(6,224,944,400) - (373,640) 

= 5.9591 X lOlO 

b - (1.2192\ • (1Pl~ -
0 - \5.9591) 'J.010) -

b1 = (2. 993§_, • (108 ~ = 
\5 0 9591) ':i.010) 

.2046 X 102 = 20 

4 -2 .502 X 10 = .005 

Y = bo + b1(X) = 20 + (.005)X 

Lower line of best fit so that line-:: intercepts x-axis at 

4000 SF: Y = 20 + (.005)x 

Y = 20 + (.003)(4000) = 20 + 20 = 40 

then Y = (20 - 40) + (.005)x 

and the lowered line of best fit is determined by: 

. Y = -20 + (.005)x. 



APPENDIX A-5 

STRAIGHT LINE OF BEST FIT FOR 

MECHANICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

BY Y = b0 + (b1)x 

WHERE x IS IN SQUARE FEET AND 

y IS IN MAN-HOURS 
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MECHANICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENT 

Group x(S.F.) y(M.H.) (x)2 xy 

2 37,050 128 196,297,662 676,515 

3 41,713 214 292,701,241 1,482,224 

4 67,790 418 661,768,670 4,004,777 

5 76,450 406 979,179,890 5,193,752 
6 189,071 784 4,868,342,237 19,841,500 

Total 412,074 1,950 6,998,289,700 31,198,768 

b = [(I:Y)(I:X2) - (I:X)(EXY)]/d 
0 

= [(1950)(6,998,289,700) - (412,074)(31~198,768)]/d 

= (7.905 X 1011)/d 

b1 = [(N)(I:XY) - (I:X)(I:Y)]/d 

= [(34)(31,198,768) - (412,074)(1,950)]/d 

= (2.5721 X 108)/d 

d = (N)(I:X2) - (EX)2 = (34)(6.998,289,700) - (412,074) 

= 6.8134 X lOlO 

b0 = cn~g,;) ~~~~ = 1,160 X 101 = 12 

(g.5721)(1.08 '\ 8 -2 8 
b1 = \J). 3134 'J.olO) = • 37 X 10 · = • 0037 

Y = b0 + b1x = 12 + (.00378)X = 12 + (.00378)x 

Lower line of best. fit so that line intercepts x-axis at 

4000 S.F.: Y. = 12 + ( .00378)x '. 

Y = 12 + (.00378)(4000) = 12 + 15 = 27 

then Y = (12 - 27) + (.00378)x 

and the lowered line of best fit is determined by: 

Y = -15 + (.00378)x 
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7 
6 

7 
6 

8 

34 



APPENDIX A-6 

STRAIGHT LINE OF BEST FIT FOR 

ELECTRICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

BY Y = b0 + (b1 )x 

WHERE x IS IN SQUARE FEET AND 

y IS IN MAN-HOURS 
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ELECTRICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Group I:X I:Y I: x2 I:XY N 

1 27,102 188 109,510,700 762,487 7 
2 37,050 208 196,297,662 1,102,045 7 

3 41,713 277 292,701,241 1,953,180 6 
4 77,625 471 758,495,895 4,592,852 8 

5 76,450 375 979,179,890 4,773,359 6 
6 189,071 813 4,868,342,237 20,032,268 8 

Grand 
Total 449,011 2,332 7,204,527,625 33,216,191 42 

SS(w/o 
2,144 7,095,016,925 32,453,704 G. No. 1) 421~909 35 

b = [(I:Y)(I:X2) = (I:X)(I:XY)]/d 
0 

= [(2,332)(7,204,527,625) - (449,011)(33,216,191)]/d 

12 
= 1.886 X 10 /d 

b1 = [(N)(I:XY) - (I:X)(I:Y)]/d = [(42)(33~216,191) - (449,011)(2,332)] 

= 3.619 X 108/d 

d = N(I:X2) - (I:X)2 = (42)(7,204,527,625) - (449,011)2 

11 
= 1.01 X 10 

12 
b = 1·886 X 1Q__ = 1.867 X 1011 = 18.67 

o 1.01 1011 
8 ,, 

b1 = 3• 619 X lO_ = 3.583 X 10-3 = .00358 1.01 10il 

Y = b + (b1)X = 18.67 + (.00358)X 
0 

at X = 0 

at X = 5,000 SF 

at X = 10,000 SF 

at X = 20,000 SF 

Y :::: 19 

Y = 18.67 + 17.9 = 36.57 or 37. 

Y = 18.67 + 35.8 = 54.47 or 54. 

Y =. 18.67 71.6 = 90.27 or 90. 

Same problem omit ting group 1 ( < 5 ,ooo SF) 



ELECTRICAL (Continued) 

b = [(I:Y)(I:X2 ) - o::x)(I:XY)]/d 
0 

= [(2,144)(7,095,016,925) - (421,909)(32,453,704) 

= 1. 519 X 1012 /d 

b1 = [(N)(I:XY) - (I:X)(I:Y)]/d = (35)(32,453,704) - (421,909)(2,144) 
. 8 

= 2.461 X 10 /d 

79 

d = (N)O::x2 ) - (I:X)2 = (35)(7,095,016,925) 
2 10 

- ( 421, 909) = 7 • 032 X 10 

1.519 1012 1 
b0 = 7 •032 • lOlO = 2.16 X 10 = 21.6 

2 461 ··1c} -3 
b - ...!...-.- •. 1·.··0 = 3.50 X 10 = .0035 1 - 7.032 110 

Y = b + (b1 )X = 21.6 + (.0035)x 
0 

Lower line of best fit so that line.intercepts X•axis at 

4000 S;.Fo:. Y ·=:=· 21.6 + (.0035)x 

y 'f 2106 + <..0035)(4000) = 21.6.+ 16 = 37.6 

then Y =.(?l .. 6 - 37.6) + (.0035)x 

and lowered lil).e of best fit is determined by: 

Y = -16 + (.0035)x. 
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STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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MECHANICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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ELECTRICAL-MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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MECHANICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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ELECTRICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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Proj. 
No. 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

· 24 
*25 

26 
•27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

*35 
36 
37 
38 

*39 
40 
41 
42 

SUMMARY OF MAN-HOUR DEVIATIONS BETWEEN THE. LOWERED LINE 
OF BEST FIT AND ACTUAL PERFORMANCE FOR ARCHITECTURAL 

AND STRUCTURAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Floor Architectural Structural 
.area Man-Hours Man-Hours 
in S.F. Act •. 1;3ase Dev., A.ct. Base 

·, 

5,034 127 20· 107 24 5 
5,178 158 22 136 19 6 
5,198 191 23. 168 52 6 
5,233 83 23 60 30 6 
5,378 119 26 93 11 7 
5,511 162 :·.29 133 21 8 
5,518 310 :29 281 44 8 

6q020 4o7 ·:38 369 58 10 
6,140 260 ·41 219 42 11 
6,909 474 55 419 57 15 
7,336 323 :63 260 58 17 
7,508 461 70 391 64 18 
7,800 256 :·:75 181 75 19 

8,460 145 ·,85 60 · 81 22 
8,698 256 89 167 58 23 
9,412 516 103 413 89 27 
9,511 233 105 128 35 28 
9,,835 201 111 90 - 29 

10~132 282 117 165 120 31 
10,621 286 126 60 122 33 
10,956 236, 132 104 103 35 

11~090 414 13.5 279 60 35 . I 

12,259 -3?2,, 157 215 104 41 
12'!752 3$B 166 219 172 44 
12,856 208 i68 40 10 44 
13,538 274 181 93 76 48 
13,955 420 189 231 102 50 

' 

15,048 296 210 86 SUL 55 
17,233 615 25+ 364 98 66 
19,399 47? 293 179 60 77 
20,035 572 305 267 183 Bo 
23,386 598 368 230 SUL 97 
26~431 559 426 133 168 111 
29j245 830 480 350 130 126 
38,294 7$0 652 108 206 171 

93 

Dev. 

19 
13 
46 
24 
4 

13 
36 

48 
31 
42 
41 
46 
56 

59 
35 
62 

7 

89 
89 
68 

25 
63 

128 
-34 
28 
52 

32 
-17 
103 

57 
4 

35 
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
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Proj. 
No. 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

SUMMARY OF MAN-HOUR DEVIATIONS BETWEEN THE LOWERED LINE 
OF BEST FIT AND ACTUAL PERFORMANCE FOR MECHANICAL 

AND ELECTRICAL MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Floor Mechanical Electrical 
are Man-Hours Man-Hours 

in S.F. Act .. : Bas:e, Dev. Act~ Bas.e. 

5,034 26 2 24 30 4 
5,178 19 2 17 16 5 
5,179 18 2 16 49 5: 
5,233 10 2 8' 21 5 
5,378 14 3: 11 28 5-
5,511 25 3 22 22 6 
5,518 16 3- 13 42 6 

6,020 24 5 19 34 8 
6,140 54 5' 49 44 8 
6'l909 36 8 28 36 11, 
7,336 19 10 9 46 13· 
7,508 47 1_o 37 70 13 
7'l800 34 l],. 23 47 14 

8,460 34 1.4 20 37 17 
8,698 71 14" 57 65 18 
9,412 92 17 75 78 21 
9,511 51 17 34i 50 21 

·" 
9,835 50 18 32 41 22 

10,132 69 19 50· 71 23 
10,621 !. 21 93 25 
1o'l956 51 22 29 36 26 

ll'l090 61 2~ 38 61 27 
12,259 52 27 25 62 31 
12,752 129 29 lOG 89 33 
12,856 31 29 ~2 49 34 
13'l538 45 31:i -14 43 36 
13,955 88 3JS 55 71 38 

15, QL}8 74 37 37 98 42 
17.,233 86 45 ~l 88 50 
19,399 61 52 9 78 58. 
20,035 115 54' 61 

l 98 6] 
23,386 78 66 12 94 73 
26,431 118 76 42 118 85 
29,245 92 86 6 100 96 
38, 29L~ 160 118 42 139 130 

Dev. 

26 
ll, 
4:4. 
16' 
23 
16 
36 

26 
36 
25 
33 
57, 
33 

20 
47 
57 
29 
19 
48 
68 
10 

34 
31 
56 
l5 

7 
33 

56 
38 
20 
37 
21 
33 
_4 

~,9 
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STRUCTURAL FEATURES 



NOTE: 

Project 
Number 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

PRO~ECT DESCRIPTION$g STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

The standard of base structure has 1 1-1 10 exterior load bearing walls on drill piers. The roof is 
built-up on a metal deck and supported by bar joists. This summary is on an exception criteriag 
only features that are an addition or supercede items in the standard description are tabulated and 
are designated with al:1 1oxno. 

.. 
Structural Concrete Concrete Columns Borrow Laminated Piers or Two Addition New Misc. 

Steel Joists and Joists. Non;.;. Lights Beams Spot Story 
System Load Bearing Walls Footings Ave Complex 

on First Floor 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 
X (1) 

X X 

16 
-

X X 

17 X 

18 
19 
20 X X 

21 X X 

22 X 

23 X 

24 . -:,x X 

25 
26 X X X 

27 X X 

28 X X 

29 X X X 

30 X 
'° --J 



Project Structural Concrete Concrete Columns 
Number Steel Jo1sts and Joistso Non-

System Load Bearing Walls 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 X 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

(1) continuous footings 

Borrow Laminated Piers or Two 
lights Beams Spot Story 

Footings 

(1) 

(spot) 

Addition New 

Ave Complex 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Misc • 

'° ()Q 
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MECHANICAL FEATURES 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS~ Ml!lJHANICAL FEATURES 

NOTE~ Numerals in columns indicate the number of various areas included in each project • 

Project . Hot,,Water~ -. Air Sci. Home <Primary: . ,Kitch. Apr_* ··- .,.Toilets Misc. 'Total· Total 
Number Heating Cdnd. ., , ' : -~ ·.\,r. Ee~ ·.·. Gym . '(mult) '(single) Class Rooms 

System Cafe Rooms 

8 (A) 5 7 
9 (A) 5 6 

10 5 8 
11 2 (A). 4- 10 
12' 2 (A) 5 10 
13.' 2 (A) 4- 10 
14 ,· 2 Lounge . (B)(L) 5 11 
l!L 2 2 4 10 
16 ' 2 2 (G) 6 9 
17 4(S) (K) 6 10 
18 1 (A) 6 9 
19 HWS 1 2 (M) 5 10 
20 4 6 14 
21 4 6 13 
22 1 6(S) C (J)(K) 4 6 
23 4+ C 2 5 14 
24 2 2 Off. (A) 6 18 
25 4 (D) 6 15 
26 2 2 Teach. 8 17 
27 HWS 2 4 8 18 
28 4 8 19 
29 5(s) C 2 (C) <o,D)K} 4 23 
30 2 (N 8 15 
31 HWS Central 2 -4+ C 2 Off. 8 23 
32 1 2 10 20 
33 2 (H) 12 23 
34 HWS 1 1 5 4 7 27 I-' 

8 



Project Hot Water Air 
Number Heating Condo 
.... - .· --- ·. - System 

35 
36 Off. 
37 
38 ofL 
39 
40 
41 
42 HWS 

+ =·· plus,toflet 
(A) La.vs in Each Classroom 
(B) Wall Heaters 

Scio Home Primary 
Eco 

1 
2 

2 
1 2 
2 1 
l 
1 1 

· (C) Two Faculty Toilets Adjo to Student Toilets 
(D) La.vs in Cabinet Across Back of Each Classroom 
(E) Gym Comp. W/Showers~ Lobby With Toilets, 

Cone. Stand, etco 
(F) Art Room 
(G) Point of Addin Conto Spans Two Toilets; Both 

Expanded 
(H) Mecho Rmo 
(I) R.I.O. For Future Office** 
(J) MessyAdd 6n 
(K) Kitch. Equip. Relocated 

Kitcho Apr* Toilets Misc. Total Total 
Gym (mult) (single) Class Rooms 

Cafe 

4 
4 

6+ C 2 
9+(P) C 2 

APR 4 
G 2 

5+ CG 2 
5+ C 4 

(L) Lave in One Classroom 
(M) Boiler Modo Required 

Rooms 

(F) 10 
Off. (O) 11 

12 
Off~ (F) 10 
(I) 11 

(E) 10 
(Q) 10 

Off. 30 
i 

' 

(N) Home Ee. Area Rem.+ Rem. of Home Ee. Area at 
Another School 

(0) Sci. Rm. Equip. Spec. 
(P) All Electric 
(Q) Detail Specs for Home Eco Area 
(S) Equipment Relocated 

• Apr: "All Purpose Room"; similar to a gym but 
Without showers 

** 11 RoI .. o .• UV refers to rough in only and means 
the necessary piping is installed but not 
the finished ~ixtures. 

18 
31 
30 
30 
31 
29 
36 
58 

i-:-, 

13 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: ELECTRICAL 

NOTE: Numerals in columns indicate the number of various areas included in each project. 

Project · Sound ·c1ock Kitch. Stage Special Classrooms Misc. Cafe (C) Office Total Total 
Number Intercom . and. Lang. Sci. Home Gym (G) Class- Rooms 

Bell Bus. Ee. Apr. rooms 
* Typ. ** 

8 5 7 
9 5 6 

10 5 8 
11 4 10 
12 X 5 10 
13 4 10 
14 5 11 
15 2 4 10 
16 6 9 
17 4R (A) 6 11 
18 X 6 9 
19 1 HWS 5 10 
20 6 14 
21 6 13 
22 X 6 s 1 (C)(A)(K) C 4 16 
23 N 4 C 2 5 14 
24 N 4 6 18 
25 6 15 
26 8 17 
27 2 HWS 8 18 
28 l 1 8 19 
29 5 s (A) C l 4 23 
30 2 (H) 8 15 
31 N 4 HWS; C.A. C l 8 23 
32 1 1 (D) 3 10 20 

I-' 

61 



Project Sound Clock Kitch. 
Number Intercom and 

Bell 

33 
34 N 5 
35 
36 N 
37 N 6 
38 9(J) 
39 N 
40 
41 N 5 
42 5 

(A) Kitchen Equipment Relocated 
(B) Art Room 
(C) Messy Add 1 n 
(D) Library 
(E) Music 

Stage 

s 

s 

s 

(F) Dbl Circuits, Fluor thru-out with one 
Incand in Each Area 

(G) A/C Area 
(H) Home Ee. Area Rem.+ Rem. of 

Home Ee. Area at Another School 
(I) New Transformer Requ 1 d 
(J) All electric 

Special Classrooms Misc. Cafe (C) Office 
Lang. 
Bus. 
Typ. 

2 
2 

·sci. Home Gym (G) 
Eco Apr. 

1 1 (F)HWS 3 
1 (B)(I) 
2 (D) (E) 5(G) 

C 4 
1 (B) C l(G) 
2 l APR 
1 G 
l l C and G 2 

HWS C 3 

*New Facilities Only 
**HWS indicates Hot Water Heating System 

CA indicates Central Air Conditioning 

Total Total 
Class- Rooms 
rooms 

12 23 
7 '27 

10 18 
11 31 
1'2 30 
10 30 
11 31 
10 29 
10 36 
30 58 

I-' 

~ 
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NOTE: .This summary :fs :!,dent:ica1 in format to· Appendix A-·15 •. The X,.s denoting· the occurrence of ·a deviation from the standard structure, 
described iri.Appendix.A-15; have been replaced by a.man-hour allowance. These allowances, tota1ed in column Cd) are intended to 
eli:minate or reduce the deviation· Cc) bet,,een the lowered line of best· fit and actual performance. Ideally, the allowances indi-. 
cati,d in column Cd) wo11ld equal th.e actual man-hour deviations noted in column (c) •. Columns Ca) and Cb) indicate the error or 
d:ifference between colµ.'lJils. Cc) and (d). 

Man-Hour.Allowances 

Error 
Project Ca) (b) Cc) (d) Concrete Columns Borrow Laminated Piers or Two Addition Misc. 
Number Dev. from Total Structural Concrete and Jo:ists, Non- Lights Beams Spot Story 

Under Over Base Line. Allow,- Steel Joist.s Load Bearing Walls Footings ·Ave Complex 
ances System on First Floor 

8 4 19 15 5 10 
9 ·2 13 l5 5 10 

10 26. 46 20 10 10 
11 14 24 10 10 

l:l2 21 4 25 5 · 10 10 
13 2 13 15 ·5 C.F. 10 
14 26 36 10 10 
15 3 48 45 35 10 X 

16 1 31 30 · 10 10 10 
17 12 42 30 . •. 10 20 
18 31 . I 41 10 .. 10 (lj) 

19 36. . 46 10. 10 
20 .11 .56 45 . 35 10 X CA) 
2i 14 .59 4.5 . 3.5 10 X 

22 .5 3.5 3Q 10 20 
23 .52 62 10 10 
21+ 8 7 . 15 5 10 
2.5 Outside Consultant 
26 69 89 20 10 10 ·X 

27. .51+ · 89 35 2.5 10 X 

28 18 68 . '+.5 3.5 10 X 0 
29 30 2.5 .. . .5.5 :;;o .5 10 20 

30 28 ·63 3.5 25. 10 
31 62 · .128 66 io 56Cc> .56CC) 

32 31+ -3'+ Continuous ~ooting~: Arch Dept. did struc. plans 0 
·33·· 8 28 20 10 lO(D) lO(D) 

31+ 42 .52 10 10 
3.5 Outside Consultant 
36 

: f 27 1 

32 10 10 
37 -17 19 10 
38 103 30 10 20(E) 20CE) 

~ Outside Consultant ,. io 
.57 ·10 10 

'+l 16 I+ 20 C.F. 20(F) 20(F) 

(B) 

(A) 

'+2 
1+
7 l I 
.5 .. l 3.5 .. .30 10 20(G) 20{.G}_;_. 

(A) Two story add'n to one story school. 
(B) Separate food stor. add'n. · 
(C) Basemen-t C4o) + unusual window treatment C16), 
CD) Two roof levels• 

.(E) Steel framing in masonry walls. 
(F) Rigid frame system in gymnasium. 

· (G) Window. wall. 

I-' 
0 
O"\ 
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NOT~: This su::11:1,,ry is ide:-~tic;,.l i~ :or~:1-:-,t t:.., rl;J; endix ri-16 ·."1"1ici1. .s11:;:.'TI3rizes the mec>.11.J.icsi.l features that distinsuish each project.. The notations in 
A~0})8!ldi:: A-16 ~-io.ve C3-2n retl:::..ced loy a lY!::.i.n-hour :.::.llc,::.::i.1c-'.:'. ir~t-2~:c~=::l to el.i:".1in.,.t2 er reO.uce the deviation (c) betv.reen the lowered lines of best 
fit :1:1.i A.ctu;""l rerform::~1.ce. L12:.::.lJ._'l, t:v1 'tllo,,.:::nces inJic2tec3. i.n colu."Tin (d) would equal the deviations in column (c) .. Columns (a) and (b) 
in~ico.ted the error or difference [.-et ;.~eii columns (c) ;:::.n-:1 (d). 

:--~a!i-Hc nr s 
Error 

(a) (b) Cc) (d) 
'I'ot::l 

Project Dev. from _:ala•,:-
Number Under Over Base Line anccs He,~ting 

s 22 24' 2 
9 15 17 2 

10 16 16 
11 5 8 3 
12 7 11 4 
13 19 ·~ 3 
14 8 l; 5 
15 l; 19 6 
16 ?9 !+9 ?O 
17 18 ;;3 10 
18 6 9 " ,, 
19 ~ 37 34 30 
20 19 A'.; c,, 4 
21 16 ?0 4 
2? 4? 57 l? 
23 71 75 4 
24 ?6 31+ E' 
25 ?7 3? 5 
26 41~ 50 6 
27 . 38 ;r) 

28 ?5 ?9 I+ 

29 ::::; .. ;? 15 
30 5 25 ?O 
31 ?2 10'1 79_ 3() 

3? 6 -2 '4 
33, lf, -14 ? 
3,4 15 .55 40 "' ..,. .. 
35 30 ;7 7 

36 ?3 l+J.. 1s 
37 3 9 6 
38 4? 61 19 
39 0 l? l? 
40 36 4? 6 
41 4 6 10 
42 4 42 38 I 30 

(A) Zlot v:ater heg_tin; syste~. 
(8) Remodel ;iome Le. area in b.ro se:':::.r2,te sc:J.ools. 
(D) iot \·:ater syste~ + centr::i.l sir co!1G.itionin_-;. 
(E) Reloc2,te existir.:; :,;:itcl::0::1 eq...:.i:p::::-=nt. 

Cone... 

40 

8 

l 8 

' I 

(?) Db 1l circuits: fluor fc!l:1 inc.3..:1.Ll. l:L;::.tin·· i::- ::,11 c:-,!~':':c:s 
(-3) I,te,.-· tr.::~:1sf::-,r:Ger. 
( I) S-pot air co::.1d.i tionin:;. 

H;-1:i.1-rfour Allo1:::::.nces 

Home Toilets Lavs. Re-
Sci. Ee Prim:=rry Kitch. Gym (r.mlt) ( Sill5le) (Clsrr.i) model Vd.sc. 

2 
2 

2 1 
2 2 
2 1 
2 2 1 I 4 2 

? 2 16(A) 
10 

2. 1 
2. 2 

4 
4 

2 10 
2 2 

c 2 2 2 
4 1 

·:;_ 2 2 
4 4 

4 
10 2 2 1 

4 16(C) 
2. ? ? 2 

2 2 
2 

2 ? 2 4 
2 4 1 
4 4 2 

I 2. 2 

I 
2 

' 2 

I 
2 2 2 2 1 

' 

I 
4 2 4 2 
2 l 2 2 

2 ~ ? 2 

I 2 2 

I-' 
0 
(Xl 
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NOTE: This sumr.:ary is identical in for~!at to Appendix A.-17- which s1..1.n:narizes the ele.ctrical features t~..a.t distin3uish each project. The notations in 
A~•pe:ndix A-17 h~ve l.een re-placed.· by a ;:1a.n-:~01.T allc·::.:.nce iilt-cn<led to cli:-:-:i!1ate or reJ.uce the devi.:ition Cc) between the lowered lines ·Of best 
fit· &nd actual :'erfor.::ancc. Id.eall;.,,-,- the ~1.ln•.:,,:_,.nces indicated_ in colu.;nn (d) 1;:ould e,~ual t:l.e :ievi"a.tions in column (c). Columns Ca) and (b} 
inC,icated t:le erro:: ... or differenc~· l-~b:;een col~!ls (c) a...""'1.r~ (rl). 

!~fsn-;lours 
Error 

b) Cc) (d) 
Total 

Project Dev. from Allo\·l- Sound 
Number Under Over Ease Line ances Intercom 

8 26 z6 
9 11 11 

10 44 44 
11 16 16 
12· 7 23 1, 16 
13 16 16 
14 36 36 
15 22 26 4 
16 36 :,6 
17 15 25 · 10 
18 17 }'!J 16 16 
19 39 57 18 
20 33 33 
21 20 20 
2? 5 47 42 16 
23 49 57 8 
24 23 29 El 
25 19 19 
26 ' 1+8 68 
27 48 10 20 
28 4 34 6 
29 14 31 20 
30 7 56 20 
31 8 1 15 48 
32 7 7 16 
33 .9 ;.3, . 42 
34 30 56 · 26 
35 8 38 30 
36 4 :?O .16 
37 13 37 24 
38 5 21 16 
39 11 33 :>:? 
.40 22 4 · 26 
41 11 9. 20 
42 

• Outside consultant. 
(A) Addition spar;s eXistin., toilet area. 
(B) Exten.si ve remodeling of another school. 
(C} Remodel· of home economics area in ti.:.'O separate schools 

:Man-Hour Allowances 

Special Classrooms 
Clock Bus. Lib 
and· T;y-p. Home Gym ,Music 

.Bell KitcCL. Sta3e Lang. .Sci. .Ee. Apr. Office Mech. Art .. Misc •. 

4 

lO(S) 

.2 16(A) 

lO(E) 8 2 
4 z 2 
4 2 

4 16(A) 
4 2 

10(£) 8 2 
4 16(C) 

4 2 2 4o(D) 
4 2 2 8 

4 2 8 2 4 2 16(A) 4(F) 
8 2 8 8(G) 

4 4 4 2 8(I) 8 
4 2 8 2 

4 2 2 8(I) 8 
4 4 4 4 

:, 4 16 
4 ~ 8 2 4 4 2 1iicii.l 2 

I-' 
I-' 
0 
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